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RSS Feeds Still Popular for Accessing News Headlines
When it comes to keeping up to date with the latest headlines, Really Simple
Syndication (RSS) feeds are still a widely used method of getting the news, despite
alternative platforms gaining in popularity.
Now that Facebook has overtaken Google as the world’s largest website, and Twitter
continues to make good progress, some commentators are wondering if the vogue for
referencing news via social media networks means the RSS feed has had its day.
In many cases, users prefer loading RSS feeds on their own readers (such as Google
Reader) because they can aggregate and browse headlines from their favourite news
sites conveniently in one place.
Making sense of multiple news sources is a speciality of global news navigator
www.OneNewsPage.com. It distils the latest news from thousands of trusted providers
into the most relevant headlines in its “Top News” section.
Conveniently, One News Page provides an RSS feed featuring the “Top News”
headlines of the hour. To view and access these headlines within their favourite RSS
reader, users only need to add the “Top News RSS Feed” as a source. The feed
address is http://www.onenewspage.com/topnewsRSS.php.
Dr Marc Pinter-Krainer, the CEO of One News Page, comments:
“People who want to subscribe to our Top News RSS feed can simply add
http://www.onenewspage.com/topnewsRSS.php as a source to their favourite RSS
reader. It’s that simple. We’ve already done the hard work by monitoring and ordering
the latest news from thousands of trusted sources globally, enabling our RSS
subscribers to browse and access the most important headlines of the hour,
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About One News Page:
One News Page is an international news navigator website. Featuring original news
content as well as aggregating latest headlines from major trusted news sources around
the World, the One News Page portal provides users with a powerful search engine to
locate relevant news coverage easily. Users are referred to the source website directly
by clicking on a news headline.
Users can access the One News Page website for the latest news headlines at
http://www.OneNewsPage.com.
Optional member registration provides access to live news alerts, news book marking,
and more.
One News Page is free of charge.

